BUSINESS TEXT BEST PRACTICES
Business text marketing and communication can be a valuable way to reach your customers and build
deeper relationships. Yet with great value, comes some legal accountability. There are certain laws and
regulations under the Telephone Consumer Protection Act of 1991 (TCPA), giving companies the potential
for legal dilemmas. Not all texting solutions are identical, so be sure your business text strategy takes a
complaint approach to TCPA and shadows certain guidelines. With the following TCPA regulations
summarized below, it should be seamless for you to remain in compliance while using NEXTms.

History of TCPA

Opt Outs and Data

Bulk & Business Initiated Texting

Archives

Congress initially passed this law to protect
consumers from robocalls. Technology has
progressively advanced and so has the scope of the
law. The TCPA now limits the use of prerecorded voice
messages, automatic dialing systems, fax machines
and text messages, further protecting consumers from
unwanted marketing messages.

Texting mobile phone numbers in bulk using a generic
or pre-recorded message without permission, and
texting consumers after they have opted out is illegal.
Verbal consent isn’t enough. The only way to legally
text consumers or promote a service is through
obtaining consent via written (digital or on paper),
website (checkbox to accept) or IVR (“Press one to
receive text messages about special oﬀers…”).

Usually in bulk texting, it is a best practice to end the
message with “Text STOP to end. Msg & Data Rates May
Apply.” If a consumer makes a request for no contact by
opting out, then the company should never text them
unless that customer initiates a text. Using the NEXTms
platform will automatically track consumer opt outs
versus manually having to tracking them.

Maintaining a record of all customer interactions is a best
practice to minimize any potential TCPA litigation. The
NEXTms texting platform will archive all opt-in and
opt-out requests, along with all attachments, pictures
and texts.

Consumer Initiated Texting

When the consumer initiates a text conversation, they
are automatically consenting to the dialog. This is
because they are inviting you to respond to them and
expect you to do so. This is no diﬀerent as your
business answering the phone when it rings and
engaging in a natural conversation. Be sure to initially
reply asking for permission to continue the
conversation via text.
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What Legal Needs to Know

The overarching regulation is part of the
Telephone Consumer Protection (TCPA) Act 47 U.S.C. 227.
Keep in mind every company has diﬀerent policies
and this isn’t legal advice.
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